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synthesized.

< Supercapacitor electrodes based on
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were fabricated.

< Microstructures and electro-
chemical properties of the elec-
trodes were tested.

< Improved electrochemical proper-
ties of the novel electrodes were
observed.

< Mechanisms responsible for the
improved properties were explored.
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This paper studies the synthesis and electrochemical characterization of novel graphene-beaded carbon
nanofibers (G/CNFs) as electrodematerial for use in supercapacitor. The porous G/CNF filmswere prepared
by electrospinning polyacrylonitrile (PAN)/N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solution dispersed with
oxidized graphene nanosheets, followed by carbonization at 800 �C in a tubular quartz furnace. The
morphology and chemical structure of the porous G/CNF films were characterized by means of scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and Raman spectroscopy. The elec-
trochemical behavior of the synthesized G/CNF films as supercapacitor electrodes was characterized by
means of cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanotactic charge/discharge, and electrochemical impedance test in
a 6 M KOH aqueous electrolyte. Electrochemical measurements revealed that the maximum specific
capacitance of the porous G/CNF electrodes reached up to 263.7 F g�1 at a discharge current density
100 mA g�1. Furthermore, the supercapacitor exhibited very good cycling stability of energy storage with
the retention ratio of 86.9% after 2000 cycles. The high electrochemical performance of the G/CNF elec-
trodes was attributed to the unique nanostructural configuration, high electrical conductivity, and large
specific surface area of the graphene nanosheets.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction based on the highly reversible electrolyte ions that form an electric
Supercapacitors [also called ultracapacitors or electrochemical
double-layer capacitors (EDLCs)] store and release electrical energy
Zhou), xiangfa.wu@ndsu.edu
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double layer at the interface between the porous electrodes and
electrolyte [1e3]. Compared to rechargeable batteries, super-
capacitors carry much higher specific power density (per unit
mass) and energy/power efficiency, faster charge/discharge rate
and longer lifetime even in harsh conditions. Supplemental to
batteries, supercapacitors have found broad applications in instant
switches, portable electronics, backup power supply, regenerative
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braking system, motor starter, industrial power and energy
management, etc. [4e7]. In principle, the specific capacitance of
supercapacitor relies highly on the specific surface area of the
electrodes and the module voltage [1e3], in which the former is
determined by the porosity of the electrode material while the
latter is governed by the dielectric properties of the electrolyte.
Besides, the energy/power efficiency and lifetime of a super-
capacitor also depend upon the internal electrical resistance and
electrical contact resistance within the electrodes and between the
electrodes and the charge collectors [8]. Due to the low cost and
high electrochemical stability, activated carbon has been exten-
sively integrated into commercialized supercapacitors with the
capacitance of a unit supercapacitor up to 5000 F [9,10]. Besides,
with the recent progress in nanoscience and nanotechnology,
carbon nanostructures such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon
nanofibers (CNFs), graphene, etc. have been under intensive
investigation as promising candidates of electrode material for use
in supercapacitors carrying ultrahigh specific capacitance [11e21].

Among a variety of nanostructured carbon materials, graphene
and continuous CNFs have received rapidly growing attention for
use in supercapacitors in recent years. Graphene is a two dimen-
sional (2D) carbon material made of monolayered or multilayered
graphitic nanosheets [22e24]. Graphene carries exceptional elec-
trical and thermal conductivities, superior mechanical properties,
and very large specific surface area (up to 3100 m2 g�1 for indi-
vidual graphene nanosheets); graphene can also be conveniently
fabricated and functionalized [25e31]. To date, exfoliated graphene
nanosheets derived from natural graphite have been produced in
large scale at low cost, and the process does not seek the aid of
extensive chemical oxidation [30]. These graphene nanosheets
with the average thickness of 3e5 nm consist typically of a few
graphene monolayers and have demonstrated attractive physical
and chemical behaviors as a new family of carbon nanomaterials for
use in electrochemical energy conversion and storage [32,33]. It has
been reported that a number of graphene-based nanomaterials
have been integrated into porous electrodes of supercapacitors
with high specific capacitance, which are based mainly on the
configuration of graphene paper in aqueous electrolyte [34e45].
The resulting specific capacitance depends highly upon the fabri-
cation process of graphene nanosheets. For instance, it is crucial to
avoid the aggregation of graphene nanosheets in order to maintain
the high specific surface area. Yet, due to the discrete nature of
exfoliated graphene or graphitic nanoflakes, the graphene nano-
sheets stacked loosely in porous electrodes may lead to noticeable
electrical contact resistance that may adversely decrease the
energy and power efficiencies of the supercapacitors [8]. New
techniques and processes are still desired to resolve such a dilemma
of achieving the ultrahigh specific surface area while maintaining
the electrical connectivity between graphene nanosheets.

On the other hand, electrospinning technique as a low-cost,
scalable, top-down nanomanufacturing tool has been commonly
considered for producing continuous nanofibers of a broad spec-
trum of polymers and polymer-derived carbon, metals, metal
oxides, ceramics, etc. [46e48]. Electrospinning also provides
versatile routes of fabricating low-cost, porous, nanofibrous elec-
trodes for promising use in supercapacitors and rechargeable
batteries [49e52]. Among these, continuous CNFs synthesized via
carbonization of as-electrospun polymer nanofibers carry excellent
electrical and thermal conductivities and high connectivity for
transport of electrical and thermal currents, and thus have raised
particular interests of materials scientists and engineers world-
wide. So far, several types of supercapacitors made of porous
electrodes of electrospun CNFs have been successfully demon-
strated with high specific capacitance and improved stability [53e
59]. Yet, compared to CNTs and graphene, electrospun CNFs
normally carry relatively lower specific surface area, which signif-
icantly limits the electrochemical performance of supercapacitors.

In this study, we were to devise a new route for synthesis and
characterization of an innovative porous electrode material based
on continuous graphene-beaded CNFs (G/CNFs) for use in super-
capacitors. The goal was to comprehensively exploit the advantages
of electrospun CNFs (e.g., continuity and electrical conductivity)
and graphene (e.g., large specific surface area and high electrical
conductivity) for the purpose of electrical energy storage. The
porous G/CNF films were produced via electrospinning poly-
acrylonitrile (PAN)/N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solution
dispersed with oxidized graphene nanosheets and consecutive
carbonization; the chemical structure and electrochemical prop-
erties of the novel G/CNF-based electrodes were characterized and
compared with those based on pure electrospun CNFs (without
graphene). The rest of the paper is formulated as follows. Section 2
delineates the experimental details to produce and characterize the
novel porous G/CNF electrode material. Section 3 describes the
experimental measurements and relevant discussions. Conse-
quently, Section 4 addresses the conclusions and prospect of the
present study.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN, Mw ¼ 150,000) powder and N,N-dime-
thylformamide (DMF, 99%) were purchased from SigmaeAldrich
Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). As-grown, highly graphitic gra-
phene nanosheets were supplied by XG Sciences, Inc. (Lansing, MI,
USA). The oxidized graphene nanosheets contained oxygen
(<1 wt.%) and had an average thickness of w6e8 nm and a typical
specific surface area of 120e150 m2 g�1. All the chemicals were
used as received without further purification or modification.

2.2. Preparation of porous G/CNF films

Graphene-beaded PAN (G/PAN) nanofibers were produced by
electrospinning and used as the precursor for preparing G/CNFs. To
electrospin G/PAN nanofibers, a solution consisting of graphene
nanosheets and PAN in DMF was prepared as follows. PAN powder
was first dissolved in DMF to prepare 15 wt.% PAN solution; well
dispersed oxidized graphene nanosheets in DMF by sonication
were then added into the PAN/DMF solution to achieve the
concentrations of 10 wt.% PAN and 1 wt.% graphene nanosheets in
DMF. The solution was kept at a temperature of 80 �C and under
continuous stirring on a hotplate for 24 h. During the electro-
spinning process, the as-prepared solution was then placed into
a 10-ml plastic syringe installed with a stainless spinneret, which
was connected to a positive high-voltage DC power supply (Gamma
High Voltage Research, Inc., Ormond Beach, FL). A laboratory-made
rotary aluminum disk with the diameter of 33 cm was electrically
grounded and used as the nanofiber collector. A high DC electrical
field of 80 kV m�1 was generated via applying a positive voltage
20 kV to a 25 cm gap between the spinneret and the grounded
nanofiber collector. The flow rate of the electrospinning solution
was fixed at 1.0 ml h�1 through a digital flow controller. After
electrospinning, the gained nonwoven G/PAN nanofiber films were
peeled off the aluminum foil on the rotary disk, and then dried in an
oven at 100 �C for 6 h prior to the stabilization treatment.

The stabilization and carbonization of the as-prepared G/PAN
nanofiber films were performed in a tubular quartz furnace
(Atomate, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA). The electrospun G/PAN nano-
fiber films were first heated up at a rate of 1 �C min�1 and main-
tained at 215 �C for 1 h in air for the purpose of oxidative
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stabilization of PAN. The films were then carbonized as the
temperature was increased from 215 to 800 �C in Ar atmosphere at
a rate of 5 �C min�1 and annealed at 800 �C for 30 min. Thereafter,
the quartz furnace was cooled down to 400 �C in Ar and then kept
at this temperature by introducing the air for 1 h for activation of
the carbonized G/PAN nanofibers.

For the purpose of comparison, pure CNF films as the control
samples were also synthesized by using a 10 wt.% PAN/DMF solu-
tion under the same process parameters above.
2.3. Characterization

The surfacemorphology of both the CNF and G/CNF samples was
characterized by using a high-resolution field-emission scanning
electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-7600F). A transmission elec-
tron microscope (TEM, JEOL JEM-2100) was further employed for
characterization of the microstructure of the samples (i.e., G/CNFs,
CNFs, and G/PAN nanofibers). Before the TEM measurements, the
nanofiber samples were first dispersed in acetone and then
deposited on a Cu grid. The structural variation of the nanofiber
samples was identified by using a laser confocal Raman spec-
trometer (Nicolet NXR 9650 FT-Raman spectrometer, 632.8 nm).
2.4. Electrochemical measurements

A symmetrical two-electrode cell setup was prepared for the
electrochemical characterization of the nanofiber samples because
such setup could provide the most accurate electrochemical eval-
uation [60]. The cell setup was built up with two pieces of
1.0 cm2 G/CNF films that were attached on a wire fabric; perforated
Fig. 1. (A): Digital optical image of a piece of G/CNF film; (B): SEM micrograph of CNFs; and
nickel-copper sheets were used as the current collectors; a 6 M KOH
aqueous solution was utilized as the working electrolyte in a glass
cell. The two current collectors were served to convey the electrical
current from one electrode to the other. Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
and galvanostatic chargeedischarge constant-current test were
used to characterize the electrochemical performance of the
supercapacitor cells. During the process, the CV and galvanostatic
chargeedischarge curves were recorded using a battery tester
BT2000 (Arbin Instruments, TX, USA) and used for evaluating the
capacitive behavior and calculating the specific capacitance of the
porous G/CNF electrodes. The CV and galvanostatic charge-
discharge measurements of the G/CNF electrodes were performed
at the potential range of 0e0.8 V by varying the scan rate from 5 to
100 mV s�1. The electrochemical impedance test was performed on
an Electrochemical Multiplexer ECM8with a frequency in the range
of 0.01 Hze100 kHz.
3. Results and discussions

3.1. Morphology and structure characterization

Digital optical image of the synthesized G/CNF film is shown in
Fig. 1(A), fromwhich it can be observed that the carbonized G/PAN
nanofibers made from the precursor G/PAN nanofibers still keep
the high structural flexibility and in-planar extensibility. With
considering the unique topological connectivity and high electrical
conductivity of the G/CNF network, the synthesized G/CNF films are
suitable for potential use as interconnects and electrodes in
stretchable electronic devices. Fig. 1(B) and (C) are the typical SEM
micrographs of the CNFs and G/CNFs, respectively. These
(C) & (D): SEM micrographs of G/CNFs with low and high magnification, respectively.
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electrospun CNFs with the diameter ranging from 300 to 400 nm
were prepared by carbonization of the precursor as-electrospun
PAN nanofibers at 800 �C, and these CNFs carried very smooth
surface. In addition, Fig.1(D) is the high-resolution SEMmicrograph
of the G/CNFs, from which it can be clearly observed that the gra-
phene nanosheets were closely jointed to the CNF segments after
carbonization of the precursor as-electrospun G/PAN nanofibers.
These platelet-shaped graphene nanosheets have an average in-
planar size of 1e5 microns and an average thickness of 6e8 nm.
In general, graphene nanosheets can attain a large surface area
and very high electrical conductivity, which may eliminate the
need of conductive fillers and result in thinner electrodes.

Fig. 2(A) and (B) are the TEM micrographs of an as-electrospun
G/PAN nanofiber segment and the corresponding graphene
platelet, respectively. Fig. 2(C) and (D) are the TEM micrographs of
the G/CNF nanofiber segments and the corresponding graphene
platelet after carbonization, respectively. Obvious difference of the
surface morphology between the G/PAN nanofibers and G/CNFs can
be identified such that the graphene nanosheets after carboniza-
tion exhibited sharper and cleaner edges because the platelets in
the as-electrospun G/PAN nanofibers might be covered dusts or
solution residues after drying, which were burnt off during the
process of carbonization. In addition, as shown in Fig. 2(A) and (C),
the graphene nanosheets are firmly connected at two ends with the
nanofiber segments before and after carbonization. It is known that
the graphene nanosheets were electrospun to form the G/PAN
nanofibers, which consequently formed into the G/CNFs after
carbonization. It needs to be emphasized that the connection
between the graphene nanosheets and the CNF segments could be
the strong covalent CeC bonds. Besides, Fig. 2(D) shows a typical
linkage between a graphene nanosheet and its substrate amor-
phous CNF. At the edge of the graphene nanosheet, the graphene
plane was detected onto the surface of the nanofiber segment [61].
Such unique morphology would contribute to stabilization of the
three-dimensional (3D) structure of the electrodes during the
Fig. 2. (A) & (B): TEMmicrographs of an electrospun G/PAN nanofiber segment and a graphe
G/CNF segments at low and high magnifications after carbonization, respectively. The black
respectively; the white arrow marks the graphene nanosheet.
charge-discharge cycling and enhancement of the specific capaci-
tance and cycling life span.

The chemical microstructure of the as-prepared CNFs was
characterized by means of Raman spectroscopy in this study. Fig. 3
shows the comparative Raman spectra of CNFs (black, solid) and G/
CNFs (red, dotted) in the region of 800e2200 cm�1. The Raman
spectra of both the G/CNFs and pure CNFs exhibit two well-known
bands of carbon atw1342 cm�1 andw1567 cm�1, i.e., the “D-band”
and “G-band”, respectively. The D-band is attributed to the disor-
dered turbostratic structures or defects in the curved graphene
nanosheets [62]; the G-band is related to the phonons propagating
along the graphitic structures [57]. The intensity ratio of the D peak
to the G peak, denoted by R ¼ ID/IG, represents the amount of
ordered graphite crystallites in the CNFs. The R value of G/CNFs is
0.81, much lower than that of CNFs of 1.04. This difference indicates
that the G/CNF films have more ordered graphite crystallites than
the pure CNF films due to addition of the highly ordered graphitic
(graphene) nanosheets (w20 wt.% in the final G/CNFs). Further-
more, addition of graphene nanosheets into PAN could potentially
enhance the transition ratio of disordered carbon into ordered
graphite carbon in CNFs during the process of carbonization. The
above results on the chemical microstructure clearly demonstrate
that the G/CNF films have higher electrical conductivity than the
pure CNF films as shown in Fig. 7.

3.2. Electrochemical characterization

To evaluate the electrochemical performance of the pure CNFs
and G/CNFs, CVmeasurements were tested on the CNFs and G/CNFs
as the electrodes of supercapacitors in a 6 M KOH aqueous solution,
respectively. Fig. 4 shows the typical CV curves of the tested CNF
and G/CNF electrodes with a scan rate of 5 mV s�1 and a potential
window of 0e0.8 V. The CV curve of G/CNF electrodes exhibits
a nearly rectangle-shaped profile without obvious redox peaks,
which is the characteristic of an ideal double-layer capacitor. In
ne nanosheet in G/PAN nanofiber segment before carbonization, respectively; (C) & (D):
arrows in micrographs (A) and (D) indicate a precursor G/PAN nanofiber and a G/CNF,
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contrast, the CV curve of the control CNF electrodes becomes
relatively distorted rectangular shape. This difference can be
partially attributed to the improved internal electrical conductivity
of G/CNF electrodes via graphene nanosheets interlaying. Fig. 5
shows the CV curves of the G/CNF electrodes at different poten-
tial scan rates of 5, 10, 30, 50, and 100 mV s�1 with the same
electrolyte and potential window, respectively. With increasing
potential scan rate, the CV profiles still retain a relatively rectan-
gular shape without obvious distortion, even at the scan rate up to
100 mV s�1.

To accurately determine the electrochemical behavior of the
novel supercapacitors, the galvanostatic charge-discharge perfor-
mance of both CNFs and G/CNFs as electrodes was tested at varying
current densities. The average specific capacitance (C) of all the
porous electrodes in supercapacitor is calculated as

C ¼ I � Dt
M � DV

; (1)

where I is the constant charge/discharge current (A), Dt is the
discharge time (s), DV is the potential difference (V) during the
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Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammograms of CNF (black) and G/CNF (red) samples at a scan rate of
5 mV s�1 in a 6 M KOH solution. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
discharge process, and M is the total mass of CNFs of the two
electrodes (g). Fig. 6 shows the representative charge/discharge
curves of both the pure CNF and G/CNF electrodes at a constant
current density of 500 mA g�1. From these curves, the specific
capacitance of the G/CNF electrodes is calculated as 226.2 F g�1,
twice that of the pure CNF electrodes (114.6 F g�1). It can be
observed that a voltage drop existed at the beginning of the
discharge curve, i.e., the IR drop that is attributed to the internal
resistance of electrodes. Obviously, large internal resistance and
contact resistance between the CNFs existed, as evidenced by
a noticeable IR drop in the discharge curve in the CNF electrode as
shown in Fig. 6. However, the IR drop is significantly lower than
that of the CNF electrode. These results indicate that the unique
interlaying graphene nanosheets effectively suppressed the
internal electrical resistance of the electrodes. To further investi-
gate the impact of internal resistance and interfacial contact
resistance on the current collector, electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) analysis was conducted in the frequency range
of 0.01 Hze100 kHz. The Nyquist plots of the CNF and G/CNF
electrodes are shown in Fig. 7. Absence of the semicircle regions in
both the plots implies the low faradic resistances of the films and
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Fig. 6. Galvanostatic chargeedischarge curves of CNF (black) and G/CNF (red) samples
at a constant current density of 500 mA g�1. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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good electrical conductivity between the nanofibers and current
collectors [39]. The inserted sub-plot in Fig. 7 shows of the
impedance spectra at the high frequency region. It has been shown
that the internal resistances of the CNF and G/CNF electrodes are
1.1 U and 0.8 U, respectively. These results imply that the graphene
nanosheets suppressed the electrode resistance, corresponding to
a smaller IR drop as observed in Fig. 6. The values of specific
capacitance of the G/CNF electrodes as a function with respect to
the discharge current density from 100 mA g�1 to 5 A g�1 are
plotted in Fig. 8. In general, the specific capacitance decreases
slightly with increasing discharge current density. The maximum
specific capacitance of G/CNF electrodes reached the value of
263.7 F g�1 at a discharge current density of 100 mA g�1. It is
noteworthy that the specific capacitance of the G/CNF electrodes
still remained a high value of 131.25 F g�1 even at a high discharge
current density up to 2.5 A g�1. Also, the measured highest specific
capacitance of G/CNF electrodes (263.7 F g�1) is higher than the
estimated specific capacitance (w175 F g�1) based on the mass
ratio (w50%) of graphene in G/CNFs and the specific capacitances of
CNFs (w150 F g�1) and graphene nanosheets (w200 F g�1) re-
ported in the literature. It needs to be mentioned that the capaci-
tance of graphene nanosheets reported in the literature was
measured using randomly stacked graphene electrodes, in which
the graphene nanosheets could be commonly stacked each other
and thus charges could not be fully stored on all the surfaces of the
individual nanosheets. Thus, the specific capacitance of stacked
graphene nanosheets would be much smaller than that of nearly
free-standing individual graphene nanosheets, like the ones in G/
CNFs.

Furthermore, electrochemical stability is one of the crucial
factors to supercapacitors for any practical use [58]. The cycling life
test of the CNF and G/CNF based supercapacitors had been per-
formed in a 6 M KOH aqueous solution over 2000 cycles. Constant
current cycling was performed at a current rate of 2.5 A g�1

between 0 and 0.8 V. Fig. 9 shows the specific capacitance retention
ratio of the CNF and G/CNF electrodes as a function of the cycle
number. The supercapacitor retention ratios of CNF and G/CNF
electrodes were 75.6% and 86.9% after 2000 cycles, respectively.
This implies that incorporation of graphene nanosheets into the
carbonized PAN nanofibers had a significant influence on the cyclic
durability of the supercapacitor during the cycling charge/
discharge process. Within the G/CNFs, graphene nanosheets acted
as interconnectors for improving the internal electrical conduc-
tivity and enhancing the specific surface area of the electrodes for
charge storage. Meanwhile, the substrate CNFs also acted as
frameworks to bridge the graphene nanosheets and prevent the
nanosheets from severe swelling and shrinking during the cycling
process [34]. Also, the retention ratio (86.9%) of G/CNF electrodes
after 2000 cycles is lower than that of activated carbon (w95%)
after the similar cycles though the G/CNF electrodes still carry the
specific capacitance higher than that of activated carbon. The
possible reconfiguration of the nearly free-standing graphene
nanosheets in G/CNF electrode at high current density (2.5 A G�1)
could be responsible the fast decrease of the retention ratio of G/
CNF electrodes with the cycling number in the present study. Thus,
further investigation is still desired for exploring the potential
mechanisms of such a fast retention decrease and finding new
routes to optimize the material design and selection for enhanced
capacitive performance of the novel G/CNF electrodes in this study.

4. Conclusions

Successful synthesis and structural/electrochemical character-
ization of a novel porous G/CNF-based electrode material for use in
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high-performance supercapacitors has been demonstrated. During
the process, the porous G/CNFs have been successfully synthesized
by electrospinning the solution of PAN/DMF dispersed with
oxidized graphene nanosheets, followed by carbonization in
a tubular quartz furnace. One of the major benefits of the study is
that the graphene nanosheets with excellent 2D nanostructures
and electrical properties can be embedded along with CNFs to
achieve attractive chemical structure and superior surface
morphology. The excellent connectivity of the graphene nano-
sheets embedded in carbonized PAN nanofibers significantly
improved the specific surface area and electrical conductivity of the
resulting G/CNFs. These free-standing, flexible films can be directly
used as electrodes in supercapacitors without the aid of polymer
binder. The novel porous G/CNF films exhibit superior electro-
chemical properties for potential use in high-capacitance EDLCs.
New technical routes are still needed to enhance the capacitance
retention ratio of such novel G/CNF-based supercapacitors for
promising use in electrical energy conversion and storage.
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